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PSISERIES SINGULARITIES OF SOLUTIONS AND INTEGRABILITY
OF POLYNOMIAL SYSTEMS
ARNAU MIR AND AMADEU DELSHAMS
Abstract Psiseries ie logarithmic series of mdimensional polynomial systems are
considered Its existence and convergence is studied and an algorithm of location of loga
rithmic singularities is developed Moreover the relationship between psiseries and non
integrability is stressed and in particular it is stated that mdimensional polynomial sys
tems with psiseries which do not reduce to Laurent series do not have m  independent
algebraic rst integrals
 Introduction
The integrability of a system of dierential equations seems to be very well related with
the kind of expansions of its solutions near singularities Painlev	e 
 gave a test to ob
tain integrable systems based on looking for systems such that these expansions were
simply Laurent series There are several partial results supporting this test 
 as well as
counterexamples 

A rst generalization of the Laurent series is given by the so called psiseries 
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where p
n
are vector polynomials and   t t
p
 near a singularity t
p
of a solution xt To
dierentiate them from the standard Laurent series we will call genuine psiseries those
psiseries such that some p
n
is not a constant
In many cases these expansions appear in nonintegrable systems However there are
cases of integrable systems with genuine psiseries In a previous work 
 we have studied
all quadratic systems with a center at the origin It turns out that in all the cases that
genuine psiseries appear the general integral is not an algebraic function We will see
here that this is the general situation ie that the existence of genuine psiseries is an
obstruction for algebraic integrals
In section  we give conditions for the existence of psiseries for mdimensional poly
nomial systems Section  is devoted to the convergence of psiseries and an estimate of
the region of convergence is given The psiseries expansion is an important tool to locate
singularities This tool is explained in section 
From the study developed there one gathers that
 the Painlev	e test cannot detect polynomial integrable systems if some of the rst
integrals are transcendent functions
 any mdimensional polynomial system with a complete solution in terms of genuine
psiseries does not have m  independent algebraic rst integrals
This last result is announced in section 
 Existence of formal psiseries
In looking for psiseries of a system
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one tries rst for solutions of the form
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being a singularity A is a vector of
constants and   
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m
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is a vector with integer components In substituting

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in equation  one can nd  such thatXx can be separated asXx  F xRx
where F x contains the relevant higher order terms and Rx the lower order terms for
x  

A Rx 
o
F x The following theorem tell us when psiseries appear
Theorem  Consider the equation  where Xx  F x  Rx as described above
is an analytic function Assume
H There exists a vector A  A
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Sketch of the proof
If we dierentiate expansion  with respect to t and use the Taylor expansion of
F x  F 

A    we get that   A  F A which due to hypothesis H has at
least a solution with all components nonzero
Dierentiating twice expansion  and taking into account again the Taylor expan
sion of F x  F 

A    we get that   A is an eigenvector of eigenvalue  of
DF A diag
Now it is very convenient to perform a change of time s   log   or  
e
s
 where
  t t
p
 and a change of variables
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m
 w is the new
variable and B is the matrix formed with eigenvectors of DF A diag
Denoting

 d ds then d dt  
e
s 
 and it follows that the equation for the new
variables w is
w
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Introducing w
n
s  B

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 the psiseries  takes the form
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and hence by change  we look for an expansion of w of the following form
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being polynomials in the variable s
Taking into account that w


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 nw
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 we get the dierential equation
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is a polynomial function that depends
only on w
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The next step is to obtain the polynomial vector w
n

If n  minfr

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g by induction we get that the only polynomial solution of
the equation  is the constant vector w
n
 
n

c
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is an invertible matrix
So p
n
 Bw
n
is a constant vector too
If n  r
i
 i       m   the matrix 
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is singular and it has eigenvalues n  
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 In this case we have that the icomponent of the dierential
equation  is
w
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So the solution of the above equation is constant unless c
r
i
i
  In the case where
c
r
i
i
  i       m  the polynomial solution of the equation  is constant for all n
because 
n
is a non singular matrix for n  r
i
 i       m Under these circumstances
the expansion of xt are Laurent series According to the Painlev	e property system 
is candidate to be an integrable system
On the other hand if there exists i  f     m g such that c
r
i
i
  the solutions
of the equation  are non constants polynomials vectors and genuine psiseries appear
 Convergence of the psiseries
From now on we shall suppose that the vector eld Xx is a polynomial vector In this
case the vector c
n
of the formula  can be written as
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where R
j
is a jlinear form
The following theorem give us a real region depending of two parameters C and K
where C appears in the following lemma
Lemma  Let j be an integer number So there exists a constant C such that	
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where      is the exponent that appears in lemma 
Let K be a real positive number that satis
es the following 
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Remark  The study of convergence for a complex value s
c
 si	 s  R and 	  
 

can be reduced to the real case 

 How to 	nd singularities using psiseries
Our aim is to nd the singularity t
p
and the others free constants c

     c
m
of system 
of the solution with initial conditions xt

  x


To solve the problem we suppose that we know xt where t belongs to the region
of convergence of the psiseries expansion We can compute xt by using a standard
numerical integration method like RungeKutta 
Next we consider the following application we identify C  R
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So we have to solve numerically the following numerical equation in R
m
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We can solve it by using for example the NewtonRaphson method For a more details
about this section see 


 Relation between psiseries and General Integrals
In 
 we have studied all the integrable quadratic systems with a center at the origin We
have proved by using the results of Lunkevich and Sibirskii 
 that if the General Integral
of the system is algebraic then the only possible psiseries expansions reduce to Laurent
series
We have here an analogous result
Theorem 
 Let
dx
dt
 Xx 
be a dierential system of dimension m where Xx is a polynomial vector 
eld
Assume that a solution xt of  and a singularity t
p
of xt has a psiseries ex
pansion as a function of   t t
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Suppose that  is an integrable system and the m  general integrals are algebraic
integrals	
Q

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are polynomials in the variables x and H  H

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Then this psiseries is in fact a Laurent series all the polynomial p
n
are simply con
stants
In few words polynomial systems with genuine psiseries cannot have a complete set of
algebraic integrals
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